 ICT based implementation of ergonomics standards in orthopaedic surgery: The perspectives and the role of train4orthomis online course
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INTRODUCTION

Orthopaedics is one of the essentially domains in surgery. This results from the raising orthopaedic disorders magnified specifically by civilization factors. However, the international survey which was conducting within 2015 on 41 orthopaedic surgeon from Europe confirmed the necessity of improvingergonomics in operating room while performing orthopaedic surgeries. Simultaneously they indicate such physical problems like: neck pain, thoracic and lumbar pain, stiff neck, fatigue and musculoskeletal stress, fatigue in the legs and feet and mental fatigue or headache. Taking into account the challenge that is improving ergonomics in orthopaedic surgeries there was formulated the work problem as follows: how to create and implement unity ergonomics standards while performing orthopaedic surgical procedures to make them more comfortable and safe for surgeons? In order to answer this research question the aim of the study was defined as developing the specification and content for creating the unified online training course on ergonomics directed to orthopaedic professionals regardless the country they live and work. The assumption of this online training course is to include ICT functionalities to make the training mobile and interactive.

DEVELOPMENT

The aim of the study forced the development of certain methodology which is composed of four stages. In particular, the main issues from the marked area covering second and third stages are the subject matter of this article (see the left Figure).

Based the methodological structure and assumptions the implementation of ergonomics standards was performed obtaining as a result the accomplishment of all tasks described within second and third stages. First of all the detailed description of Curriculum documentation was prepared taking into account the recommended three groups of learning outcomes: knowledge, skills and competences. The description of learning outcomes is reflected in the training structure. Considering the theoretical and practical aspects of the training, the course is divided into four modules. Each module is divided into sessions which correspond to ELOs and have duration of about 2 to maximum 6 hours. It should be highlighted that the great part of training contents is prepared based on procedural knowledge what corresponds to the surgeons’ expectations.

Particularly the procedural knowledge reflects certain type of activities and resources needed to perform orthopaedic surgery of hip or spine taking into account ergonomic criteria. However there were four phases of developing training materials:* video registration of real surgeries and/or surgeon’s body segment angles measurement; * ergonomic analysis; * developing general (for orthopaedics) and specific (for certain type of surgical procedure) recommendations; * notation of training materials with the use of visual representation like static and dynamic graphics. For instant, in the right Figure the training materials development is presented taking into account the registration, body segment angles identification and virtual working environment creation.

CONCLUSIONS

Train4OrthoMIS course is the professional knowledge platform directed to orthopaedic surgeons the aim of which is to improve their practice in ergonomics area. The need of developing the course results from the occupational hazard in MIS surgery and simultaneously a lack of ergonomics contents within standard high education system. This problem is common for surgeons population regardless the country they practice. The recognition of ergonomic problems while performing orthopaedic MIS on international level was the opportunity to complete formative e-learning content according to real surgeons’ needs and implement ergonomics standards in orthopaedic surgery. ICT tools are here the accurate solution allowing the wide audience of orthopaedic practitioners an access to ergonomic knowledge. In the same time the currently results showed that certain ICT functionalities, like making declarative and practical knowledge available and explicit by interactive graphical representations or online transferring knowledge in line student – academic tutor, can be successfully used for improving practical skills of surgeons in ergonomic area and help them to make working condition more user friendly.
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